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This paper provides some results concerning sensitivity analysis in parametrized
convex vector optimization. We consider three types of perturbation maps i.e.,
.perturbation map, proper perturbation map, and weak perturbation map accord-
ing to three kinds of solution concepts i.e., minimality, proper minimality, and
.weak minimality with respect to a fixed ordering cone for a vector optimization
problem. As for general vector optimization, authors have already established the
behavior of the above three types of perturbation maps by using the concept of
contingent derivatives for set-valued maps in finite dimensional Euclidean spaces.
In this paper we concentrate on convex vector optimization and provide quantita-
tive properties of the perturbation maps under some convexity assumptions.
Namely, we investigate the relationships between the contingent derivatives of the
perturbation maps and those of the feasible set map in the objective space.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Research on stability and sensitivity analysis is not only theoretically
interesting but also practically important in optimization theory. Usually,
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by stability we mean the qualitative analysis, that is, the study of various
 .  .continuity properties of the perturbation or marginal function or map
of a family of parametrized optimization problems. On the other hand, by
 .sensitivity or differential stability we mean the quantitative analysis, that
is, the study of derivatives of the perturbation function.
Some interesting results have been provided for sensitivity analysis in
w xvector optimization 2, 3, 5]8 . In case of general vector optimization,
w xTanino 8 obtained some results concerning sensitivity analysis in vector
optimization by using the concept of contingent derivatives of set-valued
w x w x w x w xmaps introduced by Aubin 1 ; and Shi 5 , Klose 2 , and Kuk et al. 3
extended Tanino's results. As for vector optimization with convexity as-
w x w xsumptions, Tanino 7 and Shi 6 studied some quantitative results con-
cerning the behavior of the perturbation map. In virtue of convexity
assumptions, the results are obtained under weaker assumptions than the
general case.
We consider a family of parametrized vector optimization problems,
K y minimize f x , u s f x , u , . . . , f x , u .  .  . .1 p
subject to x g X u ; Rn , .
where x is an n-dimensional decision variable, u is an m-dimensional
 .parameter vector, f i s 1, . . . , p is a real-valued objective function oni
Rn = Rm, X is a set-valued map from Rm to Rn, which specifies a feasible
decision set, and K is a nonempty pointed closed convex ordering cone in
R p. Let Y be a set-valued map from Rm to R p defined by
Y u s y g R p : y s f x , u for some x g X u for each u g Rm . 4 .  .  .
Y is considered as the feasible set map in the objective space.
In order to define a solution of the vector optimization problem we
consider a partial order in the objective space R p induced by a pointed
closed convex cone K with a nonempty interior in R p, where K is said to
 .  .  4be pointed if l K s K l yK s 0 . We use the following notations.
For y, yX g R p,
X X  4y F y iff y y y g K R l K s K R 0 , .K
y - yX iff yX y y g int K .K
Based on these orders, we can define the following three sets for a set A
in R p:
 .a y g A is a K-minimal point of A with respect to K if thereÃ
exists no y g A such that y F y.ÃK
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 .b y g A is a properly K-minimal point of A with respect to K ifÃ
there exists a cone C such that y is a C-minimal point of A with respectÃ
p  4to C, where C is a convex cone with C / R and K R 0 ; int C.
 .c Suppose that int K is nonempty, y g A is a weakly K-minimalÃ
point of A with respect to K if there exists no y g A such that y - y.ÃK
The sets of K-minimal, properly K-minimal, and weakly K-minimal points
of A are denoted by Min A, PrMin A and WMin A, respectively.K K K
According to these three solution concepts we can define the following
three set-valued maps W, G, and S from Rm to R p by
W u s Min Y u , .  .K
G u s PrMin Y u , .  .K
and
S u s WMin Y u , .  .K
for any u g Rm, respectively. These set-valued maps W, G, and S are
called the perturbation map, the proper perturbation map, and the weak
perturbation map, respectively.
Some quantitative results concerning the behavior of the perturbation
w x w xmap W were analyzed by Tanino 7, 8 , and Shi 5, 6 improved some
 w x.results of Tanino. Moreover, the authors Kuk et al. 3 established the
behavior of the perturbation maps G and S in addition to W for general
vector optimization problems.
In this paper we concentrate on convex vector optimization and investi-
gate the quantitative information about the behavior of the above three
kinds of perturbation maps under some convexity assumptions. Namely,
this paper provides relationships between the contingent derivative DY of
Y and the contingent derivatives DG, DW, and DS of G, W, and S,
respectively.
2. CONTINGENT DERIVATIVES OF SET-VALUED MAPS
UNDER CONVEXITY ASSUMPTIONS
We first introduce the concept of contingent derivatives of set-valued
maps and provide some basic properties which are necessary in the
following section. Throughout this section, let F be a set-valued map from
Rm to R p and we denote it by F : Rm i R p.
w x mDEFINITION 2.1 1 . Let A be a nonempty subset of R , and let
m  .¨ g R . The subset T ¨ defined below is called the contingent cone to AÃ ÃA
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 .at ¨ : ¨ g T ¨ if and only ifÃ ÃA
 4  k 4 mthere exist sequences h ; int R , ¨ ; R such thatk q
k k h ª 0, ¨ ª ¨ and for all k , ¨ q h ¨ g A ,Ãk k
where int R is the set of all positive real numbers.q
The graph of a set-valued map F : Rm i R p is defined and denoted by
graph F s u , y : y g F u ; Rm = R p . 4 .  .
w x  .DEFINITION 2.2 1 . Let u, y be a point in graph F. The set-valuedÃ Ã
 . m pmap DF u, y : R i R defined by the following is called the contingentÃ Ã
 .  . .  .derivative of F at u, y : y g DF u, y u if and only if u, y gÃ Ã Ã Ã
 .T u, y .Ã Ãgraph F
 . .In other words, y g DF u, y u if and only ifÃ Ã
 4  k 4 m k pthere exist sequences h ; int R , u ; R , y ; R such that 4k q
k k k k h ª 0, u ª u , y ª y and for all k , y q h y g F u q h u .Ã Ã .k k k
We consider the set-valued map F q K : R i R p defined by
F q K u s F u q K , for all u g Rm . .  .  .
In this paper, we assume, as convexity assumptions, that Y is locally
 .K-convex andror Y u is K-convex, which are defined in the following
definitions.
DEFINITION 2.3. The set-valued map F is said to be K-convex if, for
any u1, u2 g Rm and any a , 0 O a O 1,
aF u1 q 1 y a F u2 ; F a u1 q 1 y a u2 q K . .  .  .  . .
F is said to be locally K-convex at u if there exists a neighborhood N of uu
 m  . 4such that N ; dom F s u g R : F u / f and F is K-convex on N .u u
Remark 2.1. It is easily proven that if the set-valued map X is convex,
i.e., graph X is a convex set, and the function f is K-convex, i.e., for any
 1 1.  2 2 . n mx , u , x , u g R = R and a , 0 O a O 1,
a f x1 , u1 q 1 y a f x 2 , u2 .  .  .
g F a x1 q 1 y a x 2 , a u1 q 1 y a u2 q K , .  . .
then the set-valued map Y is K-convex.
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DEFINITION 2.4. Given a set A and a convex cone D in R p, A is said
to be D-convex if A q D is a convex set. A is said to be D-closed if
A q cl D is closed.
The following proposition is obtained immediately from Proposition 2.1
w x w xin Tanino 8 and Lemma 3.1 in Shi 6 .
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Y be locally K-con¨ex at u and let y g G u . Then,Ã Ã Ã
Ä mfor any closed con¨ex cone K ; K and u g R ,
Ä ÄDY u , y u q K s D Y q K u , y u . .  . . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .Remark 2.2. If Y is locally K-convex at u and y g G u , then weÃ Ã Ã
w x mobtain, from Lemma 3.2 in Shi 6 , for any u g R ,
Min DY u , y u s Min D Y q K u , y u . .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK K
As for properly K-minimum and weakly K-minimum, we also have
similar results as the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let Y be locally K-con¨ex at u and let y g G u . Then, forÃ Ã Ã
any u g Rm,
 .  . .  . . .i PrMin DY u, y u s PrMin D Y q K u, y u ,Ã Ã Ã ÃK K
Ä .  . .  . . .ii WMin DY u, y u s WMin D Y q K u, y u ,Ã Ã Ã ÃK K
Ä  .  4where K is a closed con¨ex cone contained in int K j 0 .
 .  . .Proof. i Let y g PrMin DY u, y u , i.e.,Ã ÃK
y g Min DY u , y u , . .Ã ÃC
where C is the cone in the definition of the proper K-minimum. Then
 . .  . . . y g DY u, y u ; D Y q K u, y u . Suppose that y f PrMin D Y qÃ Ã Ã Ã K
. . . X  . . . Xk u, y u . Then there exists a y g F Y q K u, y u such that y y y sÃ Ã Ã Ã
X  . X Yk g C R l C . For such y , from Proposition 2.1, there exists a y g
 . . X YDY u, y u such that y y y s k0 g K. ThusÃ Ã
y y yY s kX q kY ; C R l C , .
since C is a convex cone, which leads to a contradiction. Hence,
 . . . y g PrMin D Y q K u, y u . Conversely, let y g PrMin D Y qÃ ÃK K
. . .  . . .K u, y u . Then y g D Y q K u, y u . From Proposition 2.1, thereÃ Ã Ã Ã
X  .  . . . X Xexists a y g DY u, y ; D Y q K u, y u such that y y y s k g K.Ã Ã Ã Ã
X X X  4We may confirm that k s 0, since k / 0 implies that k g K R 0 ;
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 .int C. Since C is not the whole space, int C is included by C R l C and
hence,
y f PrMin D Y q K u , y u , .  . .Ã ÃK
 . .which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, y g PrMin DY u, y u .Ã ÃK
 .  . .  . . ii Let y g WMin DY u, y u . Then y g DY u, y u ; D Y qÃ Ã Ã ÃK
Ä Ä. . .  . . .K u, y u . Assume that y f WMin D Y q K u, y u . Then, there ex-Ã Ã Ã ÃK
X Ä X X . . .ists y g D Y q K u, y u such that y y y s k g int K. For that y ,Ã Ã
Y  . . X Y Xfrom Proposition 2.1, there exists y g DY u, y u such that y y y s kÃ Ã
Äg K. Thus,
y y yY s k q kX g int K ,
 . .since K is a convex cone, which contradicts y g WMin DY u, y u .Ã ÃK
Hence
Äy g WMin D Y q K u , y u . . .  .Ã ÃK
Ä . . .Next, let y g WMin D Y q K u, y u . It suffices to prove that y gÃ ÃK
Ä . .  .  .DY u, y u . Since y g D Y q K u, y u , from Proposition 2.1 there ex-Ã Ã Ã Ã
ists
X Äy g DY u , y u ; D Y q K u , y u .  . . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã
X X Ä X Xsuch that y y y s k g K. We may confirm that k s 0, because k / 0
Ä . . .implies that y f WMin D Y q K u, y u . This leads to a contradiction.Ã ÃK
 . .Therefore, y g DY u, y u .Ã Ã
3. CONTINGENT DERIVATIVES OF PERTURBATION
MAPS UNDER CONVEXITY ASSUMPTIONS
In this section we provide relationship between the contingent derivative
DY of Y and the contingent derivatives DG, DW, and DS of G, W, and
S, respectively, under some convexity assumption. Throughout this section,
Ä  4a cone K is assumed to be a closed convex cone contained in int K j 0 .
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that Y is K-dominated by W near u ifÃ
Y u ; W u q K , for any u g N , .  . uÃ
and Y is K-dominated by S near u ifÃ
Y u ; S u q K , for any u g N , .  . uÃ
where N is some neighborhood of u.ÃuÃ
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 .  .Since W u ; Y u , if Y is K-dominated by W near u,Ã
Y u q K s W u q K , for any u g N . .  . uÃ
Hence, if Y is K-dominated by W near u, thenÃ
D Y q K u , y s D W q K u , y , for any y g W u . .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
Similarly, if Y is K-dominated by S near u, thenÃ
D Y q K u , y s D S q K u , y , for any y g S u . .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let Y u be a K-closed K-con¨ex set for all u near u. Then,Ã
for any u g Rm,
DG u , y u s DW u , y u . .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã
w x  .Proof. Since, in view of Corollary 3.2.2 in Sawaragi et al. 4 , W u ;
 . m  .  .  .clG u for any u g R , T u, y ; T u, y s T u, y , andÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãgraph W graph cl G graph G
m  . .  . .hence, for any u g R , DW u, y u ; DG u, y u . Since graph G ;Ã Ã Ã Ã
graph W, the converse inclusion is obvious.
w x  .Remark 3.1. In view of Theorem 3.2.12 in Sawaragi et al. 4 , if Y u is
 .  .a K-closed K-convex set for all u near u, then the following C1 ] C3 areÃ
equivalent: for any u g Rm near u,Ã
 .  .C1 W u / f,
 .  .C2 G u / f,
 .C3 Y is K-dominated by W.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let Y be locally K-con¨ex at u and let y g G u . If Y isÃ Ã Ã
K-dominated by W for all u near u, then for any u g Rm,Ã
PrMin DY u , y u ; DW u , y u . .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
Proof. Since Y is locally K-convex at u and Y is K-dominated by WÃ
near u, W is also locally K-convex at u. Hence, from Theorem 2.1 andÃ Ã
K-dominatedness by W of Y, for any u g Rm,
PrMin DY u , y u s PrMin D Y q K u , y u .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK K
s PrMin D W q K u , y u .  . .Ã ÃK
s PrMin DW u , y u . .Ã ÃK
; DW u , y u . . .Ã Ã
The following example illustrates that K-dominatedness by W of Y near
u is essential for Theorem 3.1.Ã
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Y : R i R2, K s R2 , and Y be defined byq
22¡ y g R : y P y , y P 0, y P 0 , u P 0 , .  . 42 1 1 2~Y u s . 22¢ y g R : y P y , y ) 0, y P 0 , u - 0 . .  . 42 1 1 2
Then Y is locally K-convex at u s 0 andÃ
0, 0 , u P 0 , 4 .  .
W u s .  f , u - 0 . .
 .Hence, Y is not K-dominated by W near u s 0. Let y s 0, 0 . ThenÃ Ã
DY u , y u s y g R2 : y P 0, y P 0 , for u g R , .  4 .Ã Ã 1 2
PrMin DY u , y u s 0, 0 , for u g R . 4 .  . .Ã ÃK
On the other hand,
DW u , y u s W u , for u g R . .  . .Ã Ã
Hence,
PrMin DY u , y u o DW u , y u , for u - 0. .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
 .If Y is locally K-convex at u, then Y u is a K-convex set for all u nearÃ
u. Hence, from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1, we obtain the followingÃ
corollary.
 .COROLLARY 3.1. Let Y u be a K-closed set for all u near u and Y beÃ
 .locally K-con¨ex at u and let y g G u . If Y is K-dominated by W near u, thenÃ Ã Ã Ã
for any u g Rm,
PrMin DY u , y u ; DG u , y u . .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. i Let Y be locally K-con¨ex at u and let y g S u . Then,Ã Ã Ã
for any u g Rm,
DS u , y u ; WMin DY u , y u . .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
Ä .  .ii Moreo¨er, if Y is K-dominated by S near u and y g G u , then, forÃ Ã Ã
any u g Rm,
DS u , y u s WMin DY u , y u . .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
 .  . .  . .Proof. i Let y g DS u, y u ; DY u, y u . Suppose that y fÃ Ã Ã Ã
 . .  . .WMin DY u, y u . Then there exists a y g DY u, y u such that y y yÃ Ã Ã ÃK
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k . .  4  4g int K. Since y g DY u, y u , there exist sequences h ; int R , uÃ Ã k q
m k p k k 4; R and y ; R such that h ª 0, u ª u, y ª y, andk
k ky q h y g Y u q h u , for all k . 1 .Ã Ã .k k
 . .  4On the other hand, since y g DS u, y u , there exist sequences h ;Ã Ã k
 k4 m  k4 p k kint R , u ; R , and y ; R , such that h ª 0, u ª u, y ª y, andq k
y q h y k g S u q h uk , for all k . 2 .Ã Ã .k k
Since h ª 0, we may assume that h O h by taking a subsequence ifk k k
k  k .  k k .necessary. Since y q h y g S u q h u , u q h u , y q h y is aÃ Ã Ã Ãk k k k
 .boundary point of the convex set graph Y q K for all sufficiently largeN
 .k, where N is a neighborhood of u and graph Y s u, y : u g N, y gÃ N
 .4  k k . m pY u . Hence there exist a nonzero vector l , m g R = R such that
 k k:  k k:  k X:  k X:l , u q h u q m , y q h y P l , u q m , y , 3 .Ã Ãk k
 X X.  .for all u , y g graph Y q K . Since we may normalize these vectors soN
5 k k .5  k k .4that l , m s 1, we may assume that l , m converges to a nonzero
 . m p  .vector l, m g R = R . By taking the limit of 3 as k ª `, we see that
 :  :  X:  X:l, u q m , y P l, u q m , y ,Ã Ã
for all uX , yX g graph Y q K . 4 .  .  .N
 .  Y: YSince u g int dom Y , m / 0. Hence m, y O 0 for all y g K and soÃ
T T p  : 4m g K , where K s m g R : m, d O 0 for all d g K . Since y y y g
int K,
 :  :m , y - m , y . 5 .
k k k k .  .Since u q h u , y q h y g graph Y and u q h u , y q h y gÃ Ã Ã Ãk k N k k
graph Y, from local K-convexity of Y at u,ÃN
2 22 2h h h h .  . .  .k k k kk k k ku q u q u , y q y q yÃ Ã /h q h h q h h q h h q hk k k k k k k k
g graph Y q K .N
 .for all sufficiently large k. From 3 , we have
22h h .  .k kk k k k k k k :  :l , h u q m , h y P l , u q uk k  ;h q h h q hk k k k
22h h .  .k kk k kq m y q y . ;h q h h q hk k k k
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Hence
k k k k k 2 k k 2 k :  :  :  :l , h h u q m , h h y P l , h u q m , h yk k k k k k
and so
k k k k k k k k :  :  :  :h l , u q m , y P h l , u q m , y . 6 . .  .k k
 .  .  .On the other hand, since u, y g graph Y q K , we obtain, from 3 ,Ã Ã N
 k k:  k k:l , u q m , y P 0.
Since h y h P 0, we havek k
k k k k :  :h y h l , u q m , y P 0. 7 . . .k k
 .  .Hence, from 6 and 7 ,
k k k k k k k k :  :  :  :l , u q m , y P l , u q m , y .
By taking the limit as k ª `, we have
 :  :m , y P m , y ,
 .which contradicts 5 . Therefore, we obtain
y g WMin DY u , y u . . .Ã ÃK
Ä .ii Since Y is locally K-convex at u and Y is K-dominated by S nearÃ
u, S is also locally K-convex at u. Hence, in a similar way to the proof ofÃ Ã
Theorem 3.1, we obtain
WMin DY u , y u ; DS u , y u . .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
Hence, we have
WMin DY u , y u s DS u , y u .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
 .by i of this theorem.
ÄThe following example shows that the K-dominated by S of Y near u isÃ
 .essential for Theorem 3.2 ii .
2 2 ÄEXAMPLE 3.2. Let Y : R i R , K s R , K be a closed convex coneq
2  4contained in int R j 0 , and Y be defined byq
22 2Y u s y g R : y P 0, y P 0 j y g R : y ) y , for u g R . .  . 4  41 2 2 1
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Then
S u s y g R2 : y P 0, y s 0 , for u g R . .  41 2
Ä  .Hence Y is not K-dominated by S near u s 0. Let u s 0 and y s 0, 0 .Ã Ã Ã
Then
DY u , y u s y g R2 : y P 0 , for u g R , .  4 .Ã Ã 2
WMin DY u , y u s y g R2 : y s 0 , for u g R , .  4 .Ã ÃK 2
DS u , y u s y g R2 : y P 0, y s 0 , for u g R . .  4 .Ã Ã 1 2
Thus,
WMin DY u , y u o DS u , y u , for u g R . .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let Y be locally K-con¨ex at u and let y g G u . If Y isÃ Ã Ã
Ä mK-dominated by W near u, then for any u g R ,Ã
DW u , y u s DS u , y u s WMin DY u , y u . .  .  . .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃK
w x mProof. From Theorem 5.2 of Ref. 6 , we have, for any u g R ,
DW u , y u s WMin DY u , y u . .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã ÃK
Ä ÄIf Y is K-dominated by W near u, then Y is also K-dominated by S nearÃ
 .u. Hence, from Theorem 3.2 ii , we obtain the result of theorem.Ã
Finally, from the above results, we have the following relationship:
 .THEOREM 3.4. Let Y u be K-closed for all u near u and Y be K-con¨ex atÃ
Ä .u, and let y g G u . If Y is K-dominated by W near u, then we ha¨e theÃ Ã Ã
following relationship: for any u g Rm,
PrMin DY u, y u ;Min DY u, y u ;WMin DY u, y u .  .  . .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃK K K
5l l
DG u, y u s DW u, y u s DS u, y u . .  .  . .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
Remark 3.2. In the above relationship, if we suppose that u gÃ
 .  . int dom Y and y is a normally K-minimal point of Y u Definition 5.4 inÃ Ã
w x.Tanino 7 in addition to assumptions of Theorem 3.4, then we obtain
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finer results than those of Theorem 3.4 as follows: for any u g Rm,
PrMin DY u, y u ;Min DY u, y u sWMin DY u, y u .  .  . .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃK K K
5 5l
ÃDG u, Y u s DW u, y u s DS u, y u . .  .  . .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
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